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”* Angela Davis Case 
Battle Still Rages 
~ 
“y 
Proving that different ideologies and attitudes can be expressed in the same area compatibly, three different groups pass 
out information on campus. The marine recruiters, Experimental University and students collecting for the Angela 
Davis Fund were all in the same area without any apparent conflict. 
SLC ENDORSES MONEY 
FOR DAVIS DEFENSE 
Student Legislative Council, 
appearing more polished and 
practiced in government procedures, 
met last Thursday evening in a 
ession that) resulted in the 
resignation and then a withdrawal of 
council member Gary Montgomery 
because of council's stand on the 
Angela Davis resolution. 
The real action of the evening 
began when Dr. Daniel Brant of the 
biology department came before the 
SLC. Brant, a member of the local 
American federation of Teachers 
(AFT), announced that some $70.00 
had been collected by the union for 
the defense fund of Angela Davis, the 
professor that had been “fired” from 
Nasty Yells, 
Council Issue 
The issues of so-called “rasty 
cheers” and drunkenness at HSC 
football games came out into the 
open again last week at the Student 
Legislative Council mecting. 
ASB President) Waine Benedict 
reminded the council that excessive 
drinking continued to be a problem 
at the football games. He said that 
something had to be done about 
“sloppy, disrespectful drunks” that 
have vomited on people in the stands 
used language, and have 
passed out dead drunk on the track 
“We must police ourselves,” he 
said, “or face the fact that someone 
else will” Benedict said that every 
member of the student body should 
take it on themselves to prevent any 
further problems. Benedict added 
that it may be necessary to “Make an 
example” out of someone if the 
trouble continued, but added that he 
would not want to see such action 
taken 
Ihe SLC then heard a report on the 
cheerleader controversy trom Don 
Crotty Crotty who was a4 
cheerleader for two years, said that 
he would try to an objective 
report on the situation 
Crotty said that “crude yells and 
spellouts” at the games had clicited 
“poor audience response” and added 
(Continued on Back) 
obscene 
vive 
UCLA by the UC Board of Regents 
because she is a communist. 
Brant explained that since the 
money was donated primarily by 
students and the collection table 
manned mainly by students, the 
money could be transferred to 
student body accounts and sent by 
the Associated Students of — the 
college. Rep. Brent Howatt made a 
motion in support of Brant’ 
Suggestion, 
When Howard Goodwin, ASKh 
General Manager, said that sch a 
transfer of funds might run into te al 
difficulties, Howatt) changed = ‘is 
motion to read that the udent 
Legislative Council endorse” tic 
moncy sent. 
Rep. Gary Montgomery argued that 
such a move would bring the college 
into the political arena, a place where 
it should not be 
Howatt replied that the Davis case 
affects “education and the college” 
and that it was “a direct threat to 
academic freedom.” 
When the tssuc finally came to a 
vote, it carried by a 6 to 4 margin 
Voting for the motion were: Judy 
Brown, Brent Howatt, Dean Patius, 
fim McKay, Chuck Duffy, and 
Smokie Dean. Voting against the 
motion were: Gary Montgomery, Joc 
Gero, Carl Shaft, and Bill Jackson 
Councilman Resigns 
About fifteen minutes after the 
vote, Rep. Montgomery asked that 
his name be stricken from the records 
of the meeting, Montgomery said 
that he could not go along with the 
endorsement of the money to Angela 
Davis because she represented “a 
philosophy to which FT am 
diametrically opposed.” Montgomery 
then submitted his resignation to the 
council 
Alter a few moments of discussion 
among the council, a solution was 
reached, A record of the vote, 
showing who voted for and against 
the motion, was attached to the 
letter of endorsement for the moncy. 
With that, ASB Vice President Pat 
Gregg asked Montgomery to 





enough, with ASB President Waine 
Benedict announcing several 
appointments. Benedict appointed 
Bob Evans to the position of 
parliamentarian for the SLC, Chuck 
Kdson to sit’ with the Academic 
Senate as a student senator, and a 
number of people to serve on the 
Student Disciplinary Board. 
Benedict also discussed — the 
(Continued on Back) 
  
By Mike Stockstill 
News Editor 
Angela Davis is) an assistant 
professor of philosophy at UCLA 
She is black, she has graduated magna 
cum laude from Brandeis University, 
and is working for a doctorate in 
philosophy under Dr. Herbert 
Marcuse at UC San Diego. She is also 
a self-admitted communist, 
Angela Davis has been at the center 
of a controversy that has embroiled 
the Regents of the University of 
California in a court battle over 
academic freedom, One newspaper 
has called the Angela Davis case the 
most bitterly fought battle for 
academic freedom ever seen in the 
State 
Why? 
The Regents say, because she ts a 
communist, and as such she cannot 
teach without) imparting her 
philosophy on her classes. For this 
reason, the Regents stripped her class 
of credit, although they continue to 
allow her to teach without the credit. 
The black community and others in 
Los Angeles say that Miss Davis was 
fired because she is black. 
The Los Angeles Times says that 
the hiring of Miss Davis and her 
subsequent firing was a plot, 
Stage-managed by communists, to stir 
up trouble on the UCLA campus 
What then, is the story behind the 
Angela Davis case? 
UCLA Instructor 
Angela Davis was hired by the 
University of California at Los 
Funding Needed By 
The Center for Public Services faces 
“serious cutbacks” unless additional 
funds are obtained, according to 
William &. Murison, Dean of Public 
Serve 
However, he continucd, “funaing 
or no funding, there will be a Center 
The Center makes such a signi ont 
contribution that it should not be 
allowed to dic.” 
The ‘‘very varied’ 
community-related services and 
programs of the Center Corpinally 
federally funded) are now being 
operated for nine months on tunds 
supplied by the College. Murison 
hopes to gain federal and state 
backing in addition to more moncy 
from the college 
“The College is the obvious place 
to try for funds, but we have to 
convince the State Trustees of that 
The ‘Ivory Tower’ viewpoint ts 
ridiculous. Education should and is 
upposed to include expermentation 
and involvement with the outside 
community.” 
trom his office in the old Tal 
House, Murison and his staff of nine 
or ten full-time workers direct: the 
activities of the summer session and 
extension courses, the Center for 
25 Faculty Members 
Given Promotions 
Twenty-five HSC faculty members 
were promoted up the academix 
ladder last spring. The promotions 
took effect this fall 
But, according to Vice President of 
Academic Affairs, Milton Dobkin 
WSC) lags behind the statewide 
average for Ph.Ds on a percentage 
basis 
Approximately $4 per cent, 162 of 
the school’s JOL full-time faculty 
members hold the doctorate, 
according to Dobkin. He said HSC 
has one per cent more Ph.D."s this 
year than last year, but is still more 
than two per cent behind the state 
average for state college campuses. 
The statewide average stands at 56.24 
per cent, Dobkin said. 
Throughout the 19-school system, 
the low is 37.5 per cent and the high 
is 69.0 per cent. Dobkin declined to 
name the schools calling — the 
information “confidential.” 
According to a report issued by the 
Chancellor's office, last year’s 
statewide average stood at $6.77 per 
cent. Dobkin said this indicates that 
this year the state average dropped 
and HSC's increased 
Of the 25 promotions, seven were 
to the rank of full professor, 15 were 
to associate professor and three were 
to assistant professor 
Dobkin said the promotions are 
made on the recommendation of the 
faculty promotions committee with 
the approval of the President. He said 
the potential promotee submits an 
application to his respective 
department. 
Application 
The application outlines special 
(Continued on Back) 
Angeles to work in the philosophy 
department, teaching classes in 
nineteenth century — philosophy, 
dialectical materialism, and 
philosophical themes in — black 
literature. 
Soon after she was hired, the 
UCLA Daily Bruin broke a story that 
claimed a member of the UCLA 
Philosophy Department was a 
communist. Later, the San Francisco 
Examiner identified Miss Davis as 
that member. In a letter to UCLA 
Chancellor Charles Young, she 
confirmed that she was a communist. 
The UC Board of Regents then 
took action, They removed credit 
from Miss Davis’ class and attempted 
to dismiss her from teaching. Miss 
Davis went to court to seek 
enforcement of her contract. While 
the case was being argued in court, 
Miss Davis began teaching her class. 
for the first lecture, over 2,000 
students showed up. 
Court Ruling 
On October 20, Judge Jerry Pacht 
of the Los Angeles Superior Court 
ruled that the Regents had acted in 
defiance of the U.S. Constitution 
when they fired Miss Davis. Pacht 
ruled the Regent's policy of not 
hiring communists to be 
unconstitutional 
Judge Pacht also ordered the 
Regents not to spend any more tax 
money in- their court efforts to 
dismiss Miss Davis. 
In his comments on the case, Judge 
Pacht described as “terrifying” the 
arguments by Regents’ lawyers that 
(Continued on Back) 
enter 
Community Development, and the 
Upward Bound Program. 
Federal funds still back the 
operation of Upward Bound, 
allowing that program to continue 
unhampered. But organizations such 
as Y.E.S. will have to reapply to 
various agencies for additional 
money. 
Since its origin, Murison said the 
Center has been building “many 
valuable relationships with the 
community that are just too valuable 
to let go to waste.” 
Besides the regular program, a 
number of students have worked 
with the Center in designing 
community service projects for 
“1994Independent Study” credit 
Any student who feels he has a 
community related project that he 
would like to create can work with 
the Center, Murison added 
“We're building bridges between 
this community and the ones outside 
it. From here, our services have 
extended half-way into Mendocino 
County, cast to Weaverville and as fart 
north as Crescent City” 
Murison holds a Master's Degree in 
Lorestry from Harvard and a Ph.D. in 
chemistry from the University of 
British Columbia 
He started as the Director of the 
Center for Community Development 
after he helped secure $50,000 of 
Tithe 1 federal funds for community 
services in 1965 
After two years, the various 
campus-community jobs were 
gathered together under the new 
position of Dean of Public Service. 
Murison was chosen from 
approximately 50 candidates for the 
job. 




The California system of higher education has become a 
battlefield for the forces of repression on the right and anarchism on 
the left. The character of this struggle is strikingly similar to 
conventional wars of ideology. 
The powers that be have launched a four-pronged attack on the 
state college and state university system that is threatening to 
destroy it. 
The first step in the occupation of a country is the seizure of all 
forms of mass communications. This was practiced by Adolf Hitler 
and is being attempted by the Chancellor's office and the Board of | CHANCELLOR 
3 Well, Le you 
Trustees in the form of a uniform board of publications for all state 
college campuses. 
The seizure of the power structure has taken form in the acts by 
the Board of Trustees to withdraw the powers that had been 
delegated to the local campuses. 
An unreasonable uniform disciplinary code has been passed by 
the Board that would punish twice for any crimes committed by 
members of the ‘College Community." The Board is also taking 
away the power of the local campus to select its president and to 
decide tenure. 
Aside from repression from within the system sponsored by 
political pressures from the Governor, the state legislature has 
written hundreds of bills that serve to get votes and to repress 
freedom. 
The old military axiom, ‘Divide and Conquer,”’ is being applied 
through extreme budget cuts. The Governor's budget eliminates 
more than 1000 existing positions and demands that the already 
over-burdened system absorb all qualified applicants. 
This move will set department against department and school 
against school in the mad rush for funds. Departments will probably 
enter into contests on pleasing the radical right out of a desire to 
maintain their quality. The odor or purge abounds. 
The state college presidents, a very un-radical group, submitted a 
minimum budget of $324 million needed to maintain the present 
quality of education. This was cut to $265 million and a demand 
that the system absorb all qualified applicants. 
Purges of the decision makers on the local level have taken the 
form of firings, tenure control, and a plan to control student 
elections by setting standards of qualification of candidates. 
Angela Davis, a Negro Communist Party member who is a 
member of the University of California at Los Angeles faculty came 
under the scorn of the Board of Regents because they couldn't 
afford to be called ‘‘soft on communism.” Fortunately the courts 
interceded on her behalf and upheld the Constitution. 
This editorial describes the situation of California higher 
education in terms of military confrontation. This has become the 
unfortunate way of life on the campus and will probably bring the 
institution to its knees or destroy it altogether. 
UNLESS somebody, somewhere injects some responsible 
thinking into the issue and convinces the powers that be that 
repression of the problems by purges and power struggles will not 
solve the problems. 
UNLESS somebody, somewhere upholds the ideals of the 
constitution and enforces the laws responsibly. 
UNLESS somebody, somewhere stops this insanity. SOMEHOW. 
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Hands Off Student Press 
by James L. Brown 
Sacramento Bee Associate Editor 
NUDES & WORDS College 
newspapers have become a bodacious 
thing in recent years. Samples which 
have come to hand are irreverent, 
controversial, witty and lively as all 
get-out. Would that the press in 
general could swing with such blithe 
abandon. 
Some few have also proved a bit 
tasteless. Not because of the use of 
nude photos and four-letter words, 
per se, but because this has taken the 
form of using a blunderbuss to shoot 
a sparrow. The underlying aim is to 
shock what the students conceive to 
be Victorian sensibilities. They would 
be surprised to learn how few of their 
elders still flutter around in those 
feathers. Unfortunately, the few who 
do are usually highly vocal. They can 
raise an alarm out of all proportion 
to their number but which sets the 
higherups in college administration to 
reaching nervously for the censor’s 
spectacles. 
This twitting of the conventions, 
via nudes and words, scems tasteless, 
then, because it lacks the sense of 
style and fitness of things of any 
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REACTION What it has 
achieved, alas, is solemn stirrings of 
teaction in the overseers of 
California’s state college system. 
What! Nude pictures? Four-letter 
words? In our college press? 
This invitation to reaction ts 
tantalizing beyond belief to men 
whose favorite barbershop reading is 
Playboy magazine. What is 
understood by 95 per cent of the 
young people on campus to be 
derisive satire — though they may be 
blind to the aforesaid tastclessness 
The president of Fitchburg State 
College in Massachusetts has shut 
down the campus student newspaper 
by refusing to sign checks for the 
paper's printing costs. The action 
came as a means of censoring an 
article by Black Panther Eldridge 
Cleaver reprinted from the October 
issue of Ramparts Magazine. 
John Antonelli, editor of the 
campus Cycle, confronted the 
president, James Hammond, at the 
print shop when the printer 
questioned whether or not he would 
be paid if the article ran in the 
newspaper. Hammond said he would 
not sign a check for the printing bill 
  
is perceived by these righteous 
leaders as obscene. 
Obscene to whom? The young 
people on campus nowadays seem 
singularly immune to it. Survey after 
survey discovers the great majority of 
them have the same _ intelligent, 
decent attitude toward sex, love and 
marriage as any prior generation 
maybe more. 
The majority of the young people 
on campus have the most formidable 
capability, maturity and idealism, It 
is hard to think of an era which has 
seen their like. Sensitive to social 
injustice, immensely concerned about 
poverty, committing themselves to 
stands on principle which carry heavy 
price — they are a marvel of our time. 
This writer knows so many of 
them. It is beyond imagining that 
they are somehow polluted by such 
trivia as nude photos or four-letter 
words. In time, without question, 
this tasteless excess of the student 
press will right itself, in response 
largely to student boredom with the 
prank. 
HEAVY HANDED ~ But no, the 
state College Board of Trustees has 
decided Something Must Be Done. Its 
staff has drawn up a prospective 
resolution, to be considered at the 
October session, as to how the 
problem ought to be dealt with. 
The staff recommendation, in fact, 
seems reasonable enough. It seems to 
say, in effect, that cach campus 
administration should deal with its 
own singular circumstances relating 
to the campus paper. It emphasizes 
the college press should remain free 
of censorship. It urges setting up 
publication boards of student and 
administration and faculty 
representatives — which nearly all the 
state college papers already have, 
School Paper Shut Down 
if the Cleaver article appeared in the 
paper. The weekly paper has not 
been printed since September 22. 
Following the incident, the campus 
Student Government Association 
unanimously approved the adoption 
of the code of ethics on freedom of 
the United States Student Press 
Association which states in part, 
“.. .the freedom of the student press 
must not be abridged by confiscation 
of issues, of facilities, suspension of 
publications, academic, personal, or 
financial sanctions, arbitrary removal 
of staff members, or threats of these 
actions.” 
anyway. 
It is well that the staff 
recommendation sees the folly of 
attempting censorship. This could 
only lead ultimately to publications 
designed for the Bobbsey Twins. 
HANDS OFF ~ The students ought 
to — and probably will — respond to 
this tinkering of the trustees with a 
“hands off.” By and large the student 
community on any campus is fully 
able to exercise responsible control 
of its own newspaper. 
After all, this community of 
learning, which is what a college 
student body represents, extends to 
all facets of a sense of community. 
Students are keenly aware their press 
reflects themselves. They can and do 
correct their own excesses. It is an 
invaluable part of the learning 
process when they do so. 
They do not need this function 
taken from their hands by an overly 
cautious higher administration. The 
age can use an excess of idealism, 




When dog bites man, that's not 
news, but when man bites dog, that is 
news, Howard Seemann, assistant 
professor of journalism tells his 
students. 
The other day, the dog bites man 
angle took a new twist. No, man 
didn't bite dog, but dog did 
something different to man 
Seemann in particular. 
Seemann apparently likes colorful 
neckties — like fire hydrant red. At 
least that’s the color the dog thought 
it was 
The newest addition to HSC's 
journalism faculty was enjoying last 
week's 72 degree Humboldt 
“scorcher™ by sitting on the grass in 
front of the Language Arts Building. 
“The next thing | knew, he hit me 
broadside, right in the middle of the 












Help in Classes 
Fifty-six HSC students are 
currently putting teaching techniques 
learned in their education classes to 
practical use. 
Twenty-one students are practice 
teaching in classrooms in Arcata, 
Cutten, Eureka, Jacoby Creek, 
McKinleyville and Peninsula Union 
Districts. There are no HSC students 
at College Elementary School. 
Thirty-five HSC students are in 
secondary schools, with 
McKinleyville, Arcata and Eureka 
High Schools having the greatest 
number. Some have been assigned to 
Ferndale and Fortuna schools, while 
others are in George Jacobs Junior 
High, Zane Junior High, Winship and 
St. Bernard's. 
The secondary student teachers 
spend one-half day at the school 
teaching two classes and getting 
acquainted with school operations in 
areas such as attendance and 
counseling. 
The difficulty of placing student 
teachers is increasing because of the 
number of students in the program. 
Dr. C. K. Leonard of the Department 
of Education stated that 69 students 
are hoping to be placed in schools 
during the winter quarter. He said 
that because of the quantity, the 
quality may deteriorate. He stated 
one reason for the great numbers 
might be the influx of young men 
who are trying to avoid the “open 
wind”, i.c., the draft. He regrets that 
this might be the only reason, 




Halloween is an appropriate setting 
for the opening of the Sequoia 
Masque presentation of August 
Strindberg’s A Dream Play. In the 
play, the daughter of the Indian god 
Indra, hearing the lamentations of 
humans, descends to earth to see for 
herself what humans and their lives 
on earth are really like. She sees and 
then experiences for herself the 
problems of human existence 
attempts at love and communion that 
are somehow corrupted by 
confusion, conflict and guilt. 
According to a Sequoia Masque 
spokesman, the experiences take on a 
dreamlike quality, and = like our 
dreams symbolize the realities of our 
existence. At times, the spokesman 
said, the characters and their 
Situations bring you to the point 
that, in a dream you want to wake up 
because it is all too real and you must 
escape. 
Jean Bazemore is director of the 
play and Susan Folkerts, John 
McKenzie, brederic Neighbor, and 
Bob Grant are the main characters. 
A Dream Play will run October 31, 
November 1, 7, & &. Admission is 
$1.50 for adults and $.75 for 
children through high school. Season 
ticket subscribers, paying $6 for 6 
plays pay 1/3 the cost of tickets 
purchased separately. Reservations 
should be made at the Box Office 
open 10-12 and 1-4 Monday through 
friday. For reservations, call 
826-3559. Organizations have the 
opportunity to sponsor a theater 




Two special programs are planned 
for this week, according to a KHSC, 
campus radio, spokesman 
fonight at 8, excerpts from. the 
rock concert. “Tommy.” by the Who 
will be played. Thursday night at 9, 
as a Halloween special, a student 
produced horror program of Edgar 
Allan Poe Tales will be presented 
FOR SALE 1964 Corvait Monza 
Good condition. 4 speed, chrome 
rims, radio and heater $600 call 
evenings 7 & weekends, 22-1375 
 
The annual homecoming bonfire drew several hundred people Friday night. 
The huge pile of wood had to be rebuilt as some overly enthusiastic person set 
it afire a night early. After the rally by the fire, a portion of the crowd went 
on to the “Be a God for a Night” Dance. 
Paper Attacks 
County Issues 
Billing itself as “a maverick voice in 
the Northcoast Country,” the 
Northcoast Ripsaw made its debut on 
the HSC campus during Frosh Camp. 
The issue, dated October 6, is 
edited by Walter Sheasby, published 
by Allan Schloss. It is published by 
the “One Big Union” collective at 
2309 B St. in Eureka. 
The Ripsaw devoted its lead story 
to the labor relations of the West 
Coast Pulp and Paper Mill Union and 
the Crown Zellerbach Company. The 
Ripsaw accuses the Eureka Times 
Standard of unprofessional conduct 
in dealing with the strike and 
negotiations. 
The Ripsaw further accuses the 
Times Standard of “purposely 
misquoting labor representatives.” 
Crown Zellerbach is also accused of 
being distinctly anti-union. Near the 
end of the invective-filled article, the 
Ripsaw also takes a few swipes at 
George Meany and other 
““Establishment-controlled labor 
leaders.” 
Reporting on other events, the 
Ripsaw detailed the picketing of 
President’ Nixon at the Arcata 
Airport on August 27. This story 
alleges that members of the HSC 
football) team were asked to 
“violently seize the peace signs” at 
the rally. The Ripsaw says that this 
plan was “said to have originated in 
the White House,” but that it failed 
when members of the Humboldt 
State football squad balked at the 
suggestion, 
Another story reported on the 
raising of rents at the Mai Kai 
apartments, which are described in 
the story with rooms “resembling, in 
sive and esthetics, a low grade shoe 
box.” The story also contained an 
attack on the owner of the Park Lane 
apartments. 
Other stories in the Ripsaw include 
one on the Humboldt Peace Center in 
bureka, one on redwood logging in 
Smith River, and one on a possible 
free university for this area. 
Two articles dealt with 
student-related issucs. One detailed 
the formation of the North Coast 




Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
In Northtown 
1644 G St. — VA 2-1965 
  
was formed, says the Ripsaw, “as a 
result of incidents in which school 
administrators have repeatedly 
overstepped their authority in 
matters concerning student 
government and student body 
funds.” The schools involved are not 
mentioned. The article accuses the 
College of the Redwoods of having 
witnessed a growing tendency toward 
the use of fear tactics against 
uninformed students who wish to 
participate in campus government. 
Co-op Nursery 
In Arcata 
Registration is now open for the 
Arcata Parent cooperative nursery 
school being held at the Arcata 
Methodist Church, 1761 11th St. in 
Arcata. Children from two and a half 
years to kindergarten age are cligible 
to attend. 
Children registered attend = the 
school four days a week, Tuesday 
through Friday, from 9:00 a.m. to 
11:45 am. Parents of the children 
attend a seminar on child growth and 
development on Monday evenings, as 
well as aiding the nursery school 
teacher at the school for one session 
per week 
Mrs. Nancy Nickols is the teacher 
for the program, which its offered 
through the Arcata Union District 
Adult tducation Program, 
bees are $30.00 per semester, plus 
a $3.00 repistration fee for the adult 
class. 
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Queen, Court 
Named At 
Marilyn Moore, a 22-year-old home 
economics major, was crowned queen 
of the 1969 Homecoming festivities 
at the conclusion of the annual 
Homecoming variety show Friday. 
Marilyn is a senior, a song leader 
and a member of both the Home 
Economics club and the American 
Home Economics Association. 
Chris Dobbings, who was sponsored 
by the Intercollegiate Knights, was 
named First Runner-up. Carol 
Yarnold, candidate for the Sigma Pi 
fraternity, was named Second 
Runner-up. 
Jim McAuley, this year’s inductee 
into the HSC Athletic Hall of Fame, 
was introduced to the audience. He 
told them he was “proud for his 
experience at Humboldt” and he 
considered the award a “great 
honor.” The former all FWC center is 
now coaching football at the College 
of the Redwoods. 
Nine students were also named as 
new members of the Green and Gold 
Key Club. They are Ken Cissna, Dave 
Tranberg, Dave Tonini, Penny 
Benson, Meredith Schorlig, Rixie 
Wehren, Pat Gilman, Steve Houg and 
Lucy Benson. 
The Lumberjack marching band 
marched in, ran off a few bars of 
“2001; A Space Odyssey”, yelled 
“Lumberjacks cat Wolves for 
breakfast,” and marched out. 
Don Strahan, Randy Bresee, and 
Ken Fulgham, three retiring Lucky 
Loggers were introduced by the 
Campus Activities Advisor Stan 
Mottaz. 
The program was not all queens 
and introductions. There were five 
acts spaced into the hour and a half 
program. Bonnie Mack arland started 
the show with two songs. 
She was followed by a five man 
band made up of John Long, Lee 
Uran, Jay Stowaser, Duke Foster and 
Mark Wicdenmeyer. 
A whip act by Mark Weinger 
followed the introduction of the new 
Green and Gold Key members. Kathy 
Keeass then sang two ballads 
including one, entitled “Dreamer”, 
which she composed. 
Just prior to the coronation, the 
Triple BS band with members Bob 
Craig, Bill Goff, Bruce Kirk and Steve 
Lackey, rounded out the performing 
acts, 
Immediately following the show, 
24 car-loads of wine thirsty students 
readied themselves for the start of 
the vat hunt. But, things didn’t quite 
work out 
According to co-chairman of the 
event, Jay Roberts, the committee 
  
Show 
spent nearly seven hours, three tanks 
of gas and over 200 miles traversed 
setting up the course. But, ye ‘ol 
committee mixed up the instructions 
at the last minute. 
About a half hour after the start, 
the mixup was discovered. So the 
committee did the only thing it 
could, It called in the contestants by 
way of local radio, went to a store, 
procured two kegs and had a party at 
Arcata Commons. 




Temple University’s official 
calendar of events appears a little 
differently this fall. 
Included among the traditional 
items were dates for the Russian, 
Chinese, and Cuban revolutions and 
for the birthdays of Fidel Castro, Che 
Guevara, and Harpo and Karl Marx. 
Adjacent to the date of Oct. 12, 
1492 was the inscription: Indians 
discover Columbus. 
The brains behind all this was a 
female graduate student, Linda 
Weiser, who was placed in charge of 
producing the publication. 
After the calendars were on sale for 
a week, the Temple administration 
stepped in. President Paul Anderson, 
claiming the calendar contained 
‘““extraneous material’’ that 
disqualified it as a “pure document,” 
ordered the 1700 copies not yet sold 
to be taken from circulation. 
There followed an editorial in the 
Temple student newspaper claiming 
that since the administration had 
already spent $800 to publish the 
calendars, it would be wasteful to 
dispose of them, However, at last 
notice, the administration was going 
ahead with plans to print 1500 
revised calendars. 
C. F. “CHUCK” BOWER 
ARCATA WESTERN AUTO 
All you need in 
Sporting Goods and 
Automotive Supplies 
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Switchboard Is 
Ready on Call 
Signs appeared on the campus of 
Humboldt State this week with the 
words “Eureka Switchboard” and a 
telephone number .. .442-8570. A 
call to the switchboard can bring 
most anything — legal aid, a friendly 
voice, or help. 
Glen Jarman answered the 
switchboard phone when a 
Lumberjack staff writer called. Glen 
said that he was 17, just graduated 
from high school in Eureka. 
“Switchboard is a 24-hour 
communication and_ information 
exchange in Humboldt County,” he 
said. Switchboard is primarily 
designed to serve people under 21. 
According to Jarman, the 
Switchboard began three years ago in 
the Haight-Ashbury district of San 
Francisco and has since grown to 
national proportions. Besides the 
Switchboards in the US, there are 
two in Canada and one in Europe, he 
added. 
The Eureka Switchboard has not 
yet opened its lines to the public on 
an official basis. Jarman said that the 
group needs about $700 to pay a 
year’s lease and install telephones for 
the service. 
Eleven young people are currently 
involved in the Switchboard program 
in Eureka, Jarman said. Helping them 
are Father Corely, of St. Bernard’s 
church in Eureka, and Bob Grogan, a 
Eureka insurance underwriter. 
Jarman was asked what would 
happen if a young girl called the 
“switchboard and said she was 
pregnant. “We'd get her a groovy 
doctor,” one said. If a 16-year-old 
was busted for pot? “We'd probably 
reter them to Juvenile Defense,” 
Jarman said. What if someone just 
calls and wants to talk? “We would 
just rap with them,” he said. 
Jarman said that he and others are 
trying to compile a large amount of 
information that can be passed on to 
callers seeking such things as legal 
aid, medical services or any other 
services. 
The Switchboard also plans to have 
a runaway message center where 
Parents of runaways can send 
messages, a mail service for people 
wanting a permanent address, and a 
message service. 
Experimental University 
Offers Relevant Education 
An attempt to bring “relevant 
education” to the HSC campus is 
underway in the form of an 
Experimental University. 
The Experimental University hopes 
to “offer the community of students 
a way to learn a lot of subjects and 
issues that are taking flame faster 
than they can be woven into the 
program of a regular state-supported 
university.” 
The Experimental U. further hopes 
“to offer discussion groups and 
courses which will help individuals to 
gct their lives together and Icarn to 
Navigate on spaceship carth, rather 
than to increase their intellectual 
knowledge alone.”’ The Experimental 
U. is offering such courses as 
microbiotics, yoga, sewing, knitting, 
film appreciation, ecology, guitar, 
how to survive in the woods, Hobbit 
lore, and others. 
According to Eric Love, a leader of 
the Experimental University, 
response to the idea has been 
The Swing is 
Toward 
Stovepipes 
Pant fashion of the 
season ...Taper to the 
knee .. Straight to the cuff .. .in 
plaids, checks, stripes, and 
solids... .Great western names of 
Farah, Levi... 






ON THE PLAZA     
favorable. “We have ten people that 
are definitely going to teach a class,” 
he said. Love said that the classes will 
be held in the teacher's home if 
possible. 
Teachers for the program are 
encouraged to sign up if they feel 
that they are qualified to teach a 
subject that they know a lot about, 
Love said. He said that there would 
be no “qualifications” as such for 
teaching, but felt that responsible 
people would come forward to teach 
if they felt they could. 
He said that the size of the 
Experimental University was not 
critical, as long as it was basically a 
success. He said that the 
Experimental U. was necessary 
because ‘‘each person has a 
mechanism within himself to tell him 
what he needs in the way of an 
education.” The Experimental U. 
offers a system to. give that 
education, Love said. Love also said 
that the University will “grow 
organically” because of the purpose 
it serves. 
Information on the Experimental 
University is available from Love at 
822-4365 or at the Y.E.S. office at 
17th and Union on Wednesdays from 
three to five in the afternoon. 
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The Intercollegiate Knights always seem to be having trouble with their popcorn wagon. Last year the wagon tipped 
over, resulting in an extensive amount of damage. Newly-painted and repaired for this football season, the wagon 
caught on fire Saturday while lining up for the parade. However, the only damage was broken glass. 
Chad Roberts Describes Program Board Job 
Working with a “set-up that is 
conducive to more programs,” Chad 
Roberts, Chairman of the College 
Program Board, describes his job as 
being “very rewarding.” 
Roberts says, “The philosophy of 
the C.P.B. is to attempt to add to 
each student's education.” 
While he says the Board is in “an 
evolutionary stage” and he “foresees 
changes in function”, the C.P.B. 
presently operates with committees 
that are responsible for intramurals 
and recreation, traditional events, 
and lectures and concerts. 
The traditional events committee, 
headed by Dave Tonini, will present 
Garlick Presents 
Lunar Lectures 
A two-part series of public lectures 
on lunar geology, intended to up-date 
audiences with the latest information 
released from the Apollo 11 mission 
and timed to precede the Apollo 12 
moon shot, is being offered at 
Humboldt State College. 
The first half was held yesterday 
while the second lecture is scheduled 
for Tues., Nov. 4. 
Last night's lecture was entitled 
“An Introduction to Lunar Geology: 
Craters and Stratigraphy.” The 
second will be “An Introduction to 
Lunar Geology: Volcanoes, Mascons, 
Rivers, and Other Problems.” The 
lecture will begin at 8 p.m. in Room 
120 of the Science Building. 
Making the presentations is Dr. G. 
Donald Garlick, an associate 
professor in the Geology Dept. A 
specialist in geo-chemistry, Garlick 
came to HSC after a four-year period 
at Columbia University. He has 
authored numerous publications and 
has membership in the American 
Association for the Advancement of 
Science, the Geological Society of 
America and the American 
Geophysical Union, as well as other 
scientific groups. 
Rs 
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Open Thurs. and Fri. night ‘til 9 
the outcome of its work this 
weekend at Homecoming. 
The lecture and concert committee 
is working on the Glenn Yarborough 
Concert scheduled for Nov. 10 and 
the lecture by Edward M. Keating on 
Nov. 17. 
Ted Perry, a grad student, serves as 
Program Coordinator for the C.P.B. 
He is responsible for the set-up and 
public relations for all of the events 
presented by the Board. 
Roberts says that the C.P.B. “is 
now pulling in people who are 
interested in working on any of the 
committees. Ideas for activities are 
always welcome.” 
The number and kind of big-time 
entertainers who appear at Humboldt 
are influenced by several factors, 
according to Roberts. A budget of 
$16,000 and “not much to draw on 
in the community severely limits us.” 
As a small college, Humboldt also 
has the problem of getting a big 
enough audience for each event. 
The present College Program Board 
was developed and brought under 
A.S.B. control last year. Roberts 
says, “We're collecting activities that 
were handled by other groups and 
adding our own twists.” 
Founders Hall Job 
Completion Date Set 
Work on Founders Hall, HSC's 
47-year-old hilltop megalith, should 
be completed by January, according 
to Paul V. Wright Inc., general 
contractors of Santa Rosa. 
However, campus facilities planner 
Dorsey Longmire said this may be 
too optimistic. He guessed the work 
would not be completed until the 
spring quarter. 
The Founders Hall work began last 
summer and the contract agreement 
sets next June as the completion 
deadline. 
Except for several classes mecting 
in the south end, the building's class 
load has been scattered throughout 
the campus. About 20 percent of the 
school's classes were held on the hill 
last spring, according to Longmire. 
The Santa Rosa contractors are 
working to enlarge the Green and 
Gold room. When Founders was the 
only building on campus, the Green 
and Gold room was the gymnasium. 
Later it became the library. Most 
recently it contained study tables, 
vending machines, ash trays and 
students and doubled as a hilltop 
CAC. 
With the removal of the south, cast 
and west walls the room is again 
taking on gymnasium proportions. 
Most work, however, is 
concentrated in the building's north 
end. Walls are being strenghtened and 
repainted. New doors are being hung. 
“Have tools, 
will travel’ 
Sports Car and 
Motorcycle Repairs 
By Appointment 
Your Place or Our Shop 
ick Jesch & Art Hammond 
ISC Students — $5.00/hr. 
P. O. Box 738,   
in Founders Auditorium the seats are 
being upholstered. 
The most obvious work is on the 
roof, but, the discovery of some 
not-so-obvious termites, dry rot and 
rotten pipes drove the original cost 
estimate of $390,000 to $500,000, 
This forced the installation of several 
new steamlines, timbers and walls. 
The renovation was planned 
following a 1964 study of all state 
college buildings built before 1930. 
Built in 1922, Founders did not meet 
the state's minimum earthquake 
standards. 
According to Longmire, it generally 
takes about four years to complete 
such work after it is recommended, 
but certain “paperwork” slowed the 
Founders project. 
Upon completion, most of the 
former Founders offices and classes 
will again be located on the hill. 
With the addition of a green and 
gold sign, several nameplates and a 
few walk-weary professors, Goldcrest 
apartments has become H.S.C. Plaza, 
the temporary home of the Founders 
offices. For several weeks last 
summer several of the offices were 
located in Redwood Hall before 
being moved further down the hill. 
The apartment complex, which is 
under the jurisdiction of the state 
highway department, will be removed 
in two years to make room for a new 
freeway. 
About 12 men are now working on 
the Founders project, Longmire said. 
Work is also continuing on the new 
biological science annex a 
$3,162,000 project to be completed 
in September, 1970. Paul Wright, Inc. 
is also working on this project. 
Longmire said the new building will 
include cight labs, several offices and 



























































    
Y.E.S. Program 
Expands Operations 
HSC’s Youth Educational Services 
program is expanding. 
Y.E.S., which originally involved 
only one program — tutorial, now 
includes seven separate operations. 
According to Y.E.S. director Lanny 
Swerdlow, tutorial is still the largest, 
but all programs are growing as 
“students on this campus become 
more aware of community 
problems.” 
Swerdiow said last year three to 
four percent of the student body was 
involved in some Y.E.S. activity. This 
year seven to cight percent of the 
HSC students will be involved. He 
said “this is twice the national 
average” for this type of program. 
Exact numbers are not available, 
but there will be about 150 students 
Participating in the tutorial program 
and between 50 and 100 students in 
the other six programs, according to 
the director. 
Tutorial is a program designed to 
help clementary and high school 
students with their school work and 
problems. Swerdiow said this is done 
“on a one to one basis” in centers 
from McKinleyville to Eureka. 
While the program has been praised 
by several educators and parents, it 
has not been without its problems. 
Swerdlow said many parents are 
against having their children taught 
by “pinko Communist students.” He 
Letters 
Dear Sir: 
Your Editorial in reference to 
housing in the May 7th edition of 
Lumberjack was found in a pile of 
old newspapers | was about to throw 
away. 
Now I have noted the plight a good 
number of you young ones are in for 
in housing. Let me say here Arcata is 
a clipp town and out for the buck. 
Let me also say I have not noted 
you doing anything about it other 
than like most of today's Hipp set 
you cry about it to the establishment 
but to use real brains. No. 
I have a son at H.S.C. and he is a 
good boy but like most he is distant 
when he needs advice, after all we are 
only his parents and dumb, old 
fashioned and just not wise like you 
young ones. 
O.K. so I still am sorry for you 
inexperienced ones so | am going to 
tell you how we dumb ones got lower 
rent when I went to College. 
it was a small town not like Arcata, 
it had a few honest people in it. We 
organized a big portion of the people 
who were willing to stop spending 
their money in the town where the 
College was located, stop going to the 
Shows, stop buying Clothing, stop 
cating at the local beanery, stop 
buying food, stop buying one thing. 
We then got the local paper to print 
our ultimatum, on a date we sect we 
told the town people that we 
demanded a 10% reduction in rent or 
the merchants would suffer. 
We managed to drive the 15 miles 
and we all shared the ride and we 
saved moncy, many of us moved our 
bank accts, using checks to pay rent, 
we stopped the local papers if we 
took them, in fact we removed about 
$13,000.00 a week from the burg. 
The Chamber of Commerce, got 
the renters together, well it took just 
45 days to get our 10% reduction in 
rent, and many of us moved to the 
distant town, it was cheaper with car 
pools. 





I sincerely wish to thank you and 
all the students for making my 
concert at your school a most 
memorable event. 
All my best wishes, always 
Josh 
(osh White, Jr.) 
said there have also been charges that 
damage has occurred to the centers 
generally donated by churches. 
He also said transportation for the 
tutors is a major problem. But, he 
added, most of the problems have 
been worked out. 
Y.E.S. funding comes from three 
sources the student body, the 
federal government and donations. 
The ASB alloted $7,000 for this 
year’s program. The U.S. 
government, under its Title 1 
program, alloted $16,000 for the 
Consumer Services program of Y.E.S. 
Swerdlow said there have also been 
donations of about $400. 
Aside from the tutorial program, 
the other programs are: 
1. Big Brother and Sister, where the 
volunteer becomes a close personal 
friend of the child. 
2. Helping Hands, a program 
concerned with the physically 
handicapped and their education. 
3. Operation Small Kid, a pilot 
project run on the model of a Head 
Start program. 
4. The Adult Aid program which 
works with parolees. 
S$. Consumer Services, a program 
helping to provide economic services 
to the community of Manila in the 
areas of home management, credit 
buying, food co-ops and legal aid. 
6. The Experimental College which 
offers courses not available in the 
regular curriculum as well as a forum 
for dialogue on education, 
Parade Draws 
Hundreds 
Although the color guard reached 
the Plaza almost an hour behind 
time, the streets stayed crowded 
from that first unit right up until the 
end of the Annual Homecoming 
Parade on Saturday. 
Approximately 40 units, including 
15 floats, wound their way along the 
parade route until they passed in 
front of the judges’ reviewing stand 
on the east side of the Plaza. 
for the second year in a row, the 
Forestry Club took the Sweepstakes 
Prize for their float’ which also 
carried their candidate for 
Homecoming Queen, Marilyn Moore, 
who had been named Queen the day 
before 
Carrying the slogan, “Crush the 
Wolf Pack”, the float had two 
white-tissue covered stallions being 
reined in by Miss Moore. Behind her, 
a huge King Bacchus sat stomping 
grapes in a vat. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon won the Class 1 
category for their float. This class has 
no other limits on it other than a 15 
ft. height limit and must be of 
manageable length and width. 
Also for the second year in a row, 
the Business Club's float won the 
Class 2 section. Class 2 floats are 
restricted in size and expense. 
While not a prize winner, the Keg 
Special float drew a lot of attention 
as its attendants handed out samples 
from the tapper it carried. 
The Spurs, Sophomore Women’s 
Service Organization, won the 
Novelty Class for the second year in a 
row which featured Spurs in togas 
stomping grapes in a vat. Their slogan 
read, “Don't cat grapes — drink ‘em.” 
Arcata High School took first place 
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Twenty-two year old Marilyn Moore puts on the queen's robe as she begins her 
reign over the 1969 homecoming activities. Last year’s queen Marianne McRea 
helps, First runner-up was Chris Dobbings, sponsored by Intercollegiate 
Knights, while second runner-up was Carol Yarnold sponsored by Sigma Pi 
Fraternity. 
Yarbrough Returns 
Glenn Yarbrough, the entertainer 
who last year at HSC brought a 
capacity crowd to the Men's 
Gymnasium and turned many away, 
is returning on Monday, November 
10 at 8 p.m. 
The singer, on a current campus 
tour, also maintains a full schedule of 
night club and television appearances 
backed up with extensive concerts. 
His albums include “Time to Move 
On,” “One More Round,” “Come 
Share My Life,” “Baby the Rain 
Must Fall,” and “Honey and Wine.” 
Yarbrough’s popularity began in 
1959 when he united with Lou 
Gottlieb and Alex Hassilev to form 
the “Limeliters Trio.” 
In 1963, despite the “Limeliters”     
      
  
laboratory. 




Chapman College now is accepting final 
applications for the next three consecutive 
semesters: Spring 1970, Fall 1970 and 
Spring 1971. Preliminary applications also 
may be made for all future semesters. 
Fall semesters depart New York for ports 
in Western Europe and the Mediterranean, 
Africa and South America, ending in 
Los Angeles. Spring semesters circle the 
world from Los Angeles through the Orient, 
India and South Africa to New York. 
For a catalog and other information, 
complete and mail the coupon below. 
SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam, 
registered in The Netherlands, meets 
International Safety Standards for new ships 
developed in 1948 and meets 1966 fire 
  
Year in School Approx. GPA on 4.0 Scale 
success, Yarbrough broke away from 
the group and RCA Victor began 
producing albums of his songs. At 
present he has nine albums out and 
plans for more. His audiences have 
broken attendance records set by the 
“Limeliters” at the “hungry i” 
nightspot in San Francisco. 
Tickets for the concert are $3 for 
general admission. Tickets at $2.50 
will be sold to holders of HSC and 
College of the Redwoods activities 
cards. Outlets are the Campus 
Bookstores on each campus, the 
Fireplace Book Shop and C. QO. 
Lincoln's in Eureka, and the 
Uniontown Sound Company in 
Arcata. 
World Campus Afloat 
is a college that does more 
than broaden horizons. 
It sails to them and beyond. 
Again in 1970, the World Campus Afloat 
program of Chapman College and Associated 
Colleges and Universities will take qualified 
students, faculty and staff into the world 
SHSSSSSHHHSHHHHESHEHHSHHSHHSSHESHHEHSEHTHEHTSHHSHHHHHTHHHHETHEEHHHTEHEHECEHTEEEEEEEEEE 
Please send your Catalog and any other material | need to have. 
WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT 
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Art student Leana Leach of Long Beach 
sketches ruins of once-buried city during 
World Campus Afloat visit to Pompeii. 
Director of Student Selection Services 
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666 
eH would like to talk to a representative of WORLD 
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Freshman Rep. 
Election Today 
Vote today for Freshman 
Representative to Student Legislative 
Council. 
The polls, located in the 
Education-Psychology Building, 
Biological Sciences Building, Jolly 
Giants Commons, and Campus 
Activity Center, will be open from 9 
a.m, to 3 p.m. 
As of last Friday, three freshmen 
had filed petitions: David Fraser, 
Janis Beitzer, and Betsy Lindstrom. 
The polls will be attended by the 
Spurs, Intercollegiate Knights, 
Campus Scouts, and Alpha Phi 
Omega. 
Program Set 
Traditional Iroquois Indians will 
present a program of traditional 
dances, films and speeches today in 
the CES auditorium at 1:00 p.m. 
There is no admission, however, 
donations will be accepted. The 
program, “White Roots of Peace,”’ is 
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J acks Skin Nevada Wolfpack , Travel to Chico 
ce 
RSG tg i Mecint> 






Tailback Danny Walsh (with ball) escapes the lunge of Nevada secondary Ed Gonzales on the Wolfpack 10-yard line and 
scores an 84-yard touchdown in the second quarter of Saturday's 34-0 Lumberjack Homecoming victory. 
KITTENS: Free (including shots), 
lovable, purry, house-broken, high - + «US. Ol > esthi 
1.Q., variety of BEAUTIFUL colors. 0°" a se champion Bill Smith will be the 
One female and two males, especially featured instructor at a wrestling 
raised for loving people. Call clinic to be offered Friday and 
826-3661 of 822-2137. Saturday, November 7 and 8, in the 
Women’s Gym. 
The clinic will open at 6 p.m. 
College Master 




784 18th St. 





    
 
   
     
    
Mat Clinic Set For November 
Friday and close at 8 p.m. Saturday, 
and may be taken either for one unit 
of credit of as a non-credit course. 
The clinic expense is $2, and those 
enrolling for credit will be charged 
$16.25, the regular extension fee. 
Topics to be covered include rule 
changes and interpretation, 
demonstration leg wrestling, escapes, 
pinning combinations, and drills. 
Smith, who also claimed laurels as 
an All-American, NCAA champion, 
and Canadian Olympic coach, will be 
assisted by wrestling coaches brank 
Cheek of HSC and Jim Sylvia of 
College of the Redwoods. 
PLEA’) PATRONIZE 




All Forms Of Insurance 
1020 G Arcata - 822-4657 
for Christmas 
For students, faculty, employees, 
and their families. 
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE 
  
Special Charters 
After skinning the University of 
Nevada Wolfpack, 34-0, before one 
of the largest crowds ever to overfill 
Redwood Bowl in last Saturday's 
homecoming battle, the Humboldt 
State Lumberjacks continue their 
quest for a possible repeat of last 
year’s Far Western Conference 
championship and Camellia Bowl 
victory by taking to the road to meet 
Chico State Saturday night. 
With the 1969 season two-thirds 
over, the Lumberjacks are now 2-0 in 
FWC play and 6-0 overall. They went 
into last Saturday's play with a 
fifth-place national ranking from a 
major wire service and now sport a 
16-game winning streak. 
The homecoming encounter was a 
non-conference contest, as Nevada 
withdrew from the FWC at the end 
of last season. 
Chico, now 0-2 in the F WC, lost its 
homecoming contest, also Saturday, 
to Sacramento State, 24-7. Sac’s 
Hornets are at the top of the FWC 
standings with a 3-0 record but are 
5-1 overall. 
In other games over the weekend, 
San Francisco State upset U.C, Davis’ 
Cal Aggies 21-16 in a league game, 
while Cal State Hayward overran the 
University of San Francisco, 61-6 ina 
non-conference tilt. 
Saturday's Chico State game will be 
broadcast by Arcata radio station 
KATA. Game time will be 8 p.m 
Saturday's homecoming — victory 
saw HSC quarterback and 
place-kicker Dave Banducci put 
himself back into the forefront of the 
WC scoring effort by kicking two 
field goals and four extra points, 
bringing his season total Jo 67 points. 
He also passed for one touchdown. 
Nevada tried in desperation to get 
its passing game to work — throwing 
the ball $3 times and being successful 
24 times. 
The Humboldt defensive unit, the 
“Green Chain” came up with the ball 
ten times during the afternoon, five 
times on fumbles and five times on 
interceptions, and on onc kickoff fell 
on the ball on the Nevada 11-yard 
line when the Wolfpack safety failed 
to do so, In addition, the Wolfpack 
was held to a 66 yard rushing attack. 
A foreboding taste of what was to 
come was given the Wolfpack on only 
the third play of the game, when 
defensive co-captain and linebacker 
Dan Hook, a 6-4, 200 Ib. senior from 
Ukiah, intercepted a Nevada pass on 
the visitor's 28 yard line and ran it 
back up to the 20. The Wolfpack 
defense refused to yield a first down, 
however, and Banducci resorted to a 
  
29-yard field goal. 
Banducci booted another 
three-pointer with 6:55 left in the 
opening quarter, this time from 38 
yards out, after defensive end Bob 
Schultz recovered a Nevada fumble 
on their 45. 
After a complete ball exchange 
slotback Elzie Randless, a 5-10, 196 
Ib. junior from Colusa, snared a 
Nevada punt on the Lumberjack 41 
and ran it in all the way for the first 
of four Lumberjack touchdowns. 
Then, a few plays later, disaster 
really struck the Wolfpack in the 
form of two Lumberjack touchdowns 
in less than a minute. First, tailback 
Danny Walsh, a senior from Eurcka, 
sped down the sidelines from his own 
16 for one TD, followed by 
Banducci’s PAT. 
As if this wasn’t enough, an almost 
unbelievable mental error was made 
by Nevada on the ensuing kickoff. 
Banducci’s kickoff landed in the soft 
turf near the out-of-bounds line near 
the 11, and the Nevada receiver 
apparently expecting it to bounce 
out-of-bounds (a five yard penalty 
for the kicking team) didn’t pick it 
up. However, the ball didn’t bounce, 
and Fddie DeWald, a 5-10, 195 Ib. 
junior linebacker from Eureka, fell 
on the pigskin (which is a “live ball” 
up for grabs by anyone on the 
kickoff) on the Wolfpack 11. Three 
plays later Banducci connected with 
slotback Paul Bennett for another six 
points. 
From here on things slowed down. 
The Lumberjacks were unable to 
capitalize on second quarter 
interceptions by Hook and DeWald, 
and at halftime, the score was 27-0. 
Halftime ceremonies included the 
induction of former Lumberjack 
center Jim McAuley into the Athletic 
Hall of Fame, performances by high 
school bands from throughout 
Northern California and Southern 
Oregon, and the lighting of a 
“sacrifice” to the Roman wine god 
Bacchus, which was more than 
appropriate, considering the 
condition of some of the 8,021 
onlookers. 
Jack Olson, 6-2, 195 tb. halfback 
from Westminister, snuffed out one 
of the only Wolfpack scoring threats 
and at the same time set) up 
Humboldt’s last’ touchdown — by 
intercepting 4a pass on the HSC 
18-yard line. Two plays tates 
following a run by Walsh, fullback 
Mike Cremer scampered from the 
Humboldt 36-yard line to the Nevada 
goal line, which with Banducci's 
extra point made the final score 34-0. 
  
  
Paul Bennet grabs quarterback Dave Banducci's pass from the 9-yard line to 
the end zone to score Humboldt State's third touchdown of the afternoon 
during the second quarter of Saturday's Homecoming game. The touchdown 
came less than a minute after Walsh's TD run of 84 yards, as Nevada bungled 
its kickoff return by failing to pick up the ball.   
  
   
NEW YORK 
Round trip $139 plus tar 
Oakland to New York 
Lv. Dec. 19 - Ret. Jan. 3 
LONDON 
ROUND Tia P $249 
Gakiand to London 
Lv, Dec, 19 - Ret. Jan. 3 
Now Booking! 
Summer Charters 
$179 to $299 
Contact TIM BRIGGS 
Campus Rep. at (916) 345-0970 
ot write or phone 
T-M Travel Agency 
60 N. First, San Jose 
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IF JOHN NAPLES, an 18-year-old sophomore at HSC has his 
way, soccer will become the next intercollegiate sport to be played 
here. Humboldt has an active soccer club at present, and nearly 
every weekend, the group works out with the Arcata Soccer Club, 
which includes ex-pros on its roster. 
John, who is a native of Scotland (that’s where he picked up his 
interest in the game), is president of the HSC club and reports that 
they have scheduled a game for the weekend of November 7-8 in the 
Bay Area (the opponent is yet unfirm). He’s invited everyone 
interested in the sport to attend the club’s meetings Sunday 
afternoons at 2 o’clock in Room 110 of the Men’s Gym (If it rains, 
they meet in the fieldhouse). 
As far as the chances of the sport catching on at HSC, John has 
had “encouraging” word from the athletic department, he reports. 
However, he feels that the only way it will ever “take hold” in the 
U.S. is for it to be introduced in the elementary schools. 
IF YOU WERE SOBER ENOUGH, or if you could hear over the 
blackberry brandy fortified “cheers” of your neighbor, you 
probably noticed that the cheerleaders ‘cleaned up” their yells a 
little at the Homecoming game Saturday. However, some were still 
pretty gross, as the following samples will show: 
“Give ‘em heck.” 
“Go ‘Jacks Go.” 
“Rah, Defense, Rah.” 
AND ON THIS NOTE . . .I’ll bow out while I’m still ahead. 
Pome. 
t » 
Marsha Rousseau, (55) sets up the ball for a spike by Caroline Galbaith (45) in 
a game between Humboldt State's women’s volicyball team and Southern 
Oregon College. Humboldt State won the match. 
  
Jim Cundiff 
Cross country coach Jim Hunt has 
picked Jim Cundiff as this issue's 
athlete of the week representing that 
sport. Against Sonoma State last 
Saturday, he served as team captain, 
kept the team going as a group 
through the race, and finally won the 
race. 
A junior transfer from Moorpark 




Cross country coach Jim Hunt left 
six of his top seven men at home last 
weekend, but his “second string” still 
was able to dump Sonoma State 
20-41 at Rohnert Park. 
Jim Cundiff, who has been 
finishing sixth all season for the 
Lumberjacks, led the field as he 
covered the 4% mile course in 22 
minutes, 59 seconds. Humboldt 
State’s Bob McGuire took third at 
23:55, Randy Cooper was fourth at 
24:08, Dave Park was fifth at 24:24, 
and Jim Fox was seventh at 24:55. 
First FWC Win 
For Water Poloists 
Humboldt State's water polo team 
put itself above the .S00 mark by 
winning three games over the 
weekend, 12-7 and 16-6 over San 
Francisco State and 11-3 over Santa 
Clara. 
Now with a 6-5 record, coach Jim 
Malone's charges will travel to 
Sacramento State in a twin bill this 
weekend in the Hornets’ own pool. 
The Lumberjacks posted a Friday 
night 12-7 win over San Francisco 
then added another victory the next 
morning by drubbing the Gators, 
16-7. The Saturday morning game 
was the first conference win for the 
Humboldt squad, now 1-2 in FWC 
play. Tim McGill accounted for seven 
of the HSC goals. Jaimie Roig also 
scored three times. 
In a Saturday afternoon game with 
Santa Clara, Don Shattuck scored 
four times and McGill scored three 
goals. 
Traffic Clerk 
Hates It Too 
After several Humboldt State 
students had grudgingly paid parking 
tickets at Arcata Justice Court one 
afternoon this week, the following 
comment (overheard by a 
Lumberjack staffer) was made by a 
female clerk at the traffic-parking 
eo 
I wish they'd do something about Score Analysis 
the parking up there. I'm getting 




Vernon & Norma 




460 Eye St. 
  
7th and “G’ Union 
Complete Tune-ups 
Official Brake & 
Light Adjustment 
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ATHLETE-OF-WEEK 
A 22-year-old senior transfer from 
Oregon State, Rich Hibberd has been 
cited as this week’s outstanding 
offensive football player. Playing left 
end against Nevada, Rich caught two 
passes, but his fine blocking was what 
caught the eye of coach Bud Van 
Deren. 
Rich stands 5-11 and weighs 190 




All-FWC first’ team defensive 
halfback Jeff Getty is this week's 
featured member of the awesome 
HSC “Green Chain.” Last Saturday 
against Nevada, according to 
Lumberjack mentor Bud Van Deren, 
Jeff did a fine job defending against 
the 52 passes that Nevada attempted, 
and “against their sweeps was 
outstanding.” Jeff “really hit hard 
and is a sure tackler,” the coach 
added, 
A 6-0, 185 Ib. 21-year-old senior, 




For his fine efforts at the goal in 
last weekend's games against San 
Francisco State and Santa Clara, Bob 
Gumpert has received this week's nod 
for outstanding water polo player. 
In three games, he stopped 27 of 
43 attempts from the field and 7 of 
12 penalty throws. Against Santa 
Clara he stopped 10 of 11 field shots 
and two of four penalty throws. 
Bob is a senior and is on his second 
year on the team, 
ED 
Knitters’ Nook 
    1166 H ST., ARCATA 
623-1791   
  
 
Barnes Drug Store 
“On the Plaza’’ 
Arcata , Calif. 
622-1717 |    
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Angela Davis ... 
(Continued from Page 1) 
the mere fact that Miss Davis is a 
communist party member 
disqualified her from teaching at 
UCLA. If this argument were carried 
to its logical extension, Judge Pacht 
said, it would mean that the Regents 
would have the power to decide that 
membership in other organizations 
could, without reference to any 
unlawful acts committed, disquality a 
person from employment. This, he 
said, could be done to members of 
any party out of power. 
Regents’ Resolution 
Judge Pacht cited the Regents’ 
resolution of June 30, 1969 that “no 
political test shall ever be considered 
in the apppgintment and promotion of 
any facalty member or employee.” 
The Regents argued that memfership 
in the Communist Party was a special 
case, and thus not applicable to this 
resolution, Judge Pacht ‘was not 
convinced by their arguments, 
The Regents’ lawyers had asked 
that they be allowed to bring in 
expert testimony to the effect that 
membership in the Communist Party 
committed 4a person” to party 
discipline and rendered them unable 
to teach in a free way in the 
classroom, Judge Pacht ruled that 
  
   
 
       
            
   
JOB APPLICATION PHOTOS! 
Have them done at 
Seely Studio 
PORTRAIT AND COMMERCIAL 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
900 - 9TH STREET 
ARUATA, CALIF. 
822-1662 
        
       
      
       
     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
     
     
   
 
C. E. SEELY 
ELMO SEELY 
   
‘ 
“The happy lam 
when I'm straight is more beautiful 
than the happy | seemed to be when 
was stoned?’ 
these questions had been argued 
many times before and refused the 
permission tothe Regents’ lawyers. 
After the decision, the General 
Counsel for the University of 
California, Thomas Cunningham, 
said, “the Board of Regents’ policy 
precluding members of the 
Communist Party from serving on the 
faculty is based on fitness to teach in 
an educational system dedicated to 
the principle of rational and objective 
search for the truth. It is not based 
on testing the individual's loyalty, 
personal political convictions or 
affiliations.” 
Cunningham said that the case 
Would probably be appealed to the 
State Court of Appeal. 
Credit Returned 
On October 23, UCLA Chancellor 
Charles Young ordered that credit be 
returned to Miss Davis’ class. The 
court order prevents the Board of 
Regents or any of their agents from 
enforcing their resolution denying 
credit to Miss Davis’ class, 
As of today, this is where the case 
stands. Miss Davis is teaching an 
accredited class, the Regents will 
meet again soon, and one member 
has been quoted as saying that the 
issue will be fought all the way to the 




Minor Tune - Ups 
Blue Chip Stamps 
Free Pickup -Delivery 
1007 G. ST. 822-3873     
The girl in the picture is named Chris. For over a year, 
as “speed.” This 1s how she describes it: 
  
“TE think 
all there was. And the ‘crashing’ 
just really awful! 
“For ine to stop taking it. E had to feel that people were car- 
ing. And they were. | was really lucky. | was very close to two 
people that were really into amphetamines very deeply. and 1 
loved them a lot. But as far as they were concerned, the only 
thing that they had was the ‘meth. and that was their life. And 
they re both dead now.” 
“Devries.” “bennies.” “meth” are all called “speed” these 
days. And people who know “speed” know “speed” kills! 
For more facts about drugs, write for free booklets to: 
National Institute of Mental Health, Box 1080, Washington, 
D.C. 
Problems at Games 
(Continued from Page 1) 
that “students seem displeased with 
the yells.” He said that SLC had 
power over the cheerleaders since the 
council allocates money to them. 
Crotty said that he felt that the 
council should decide something 
immediately on the question, 
. Denise Dennison, one of the three 
cheerleaders who attended the SLC 
meeting, said that there had been 
complaints on the cheers used in the 
first game. Miss Dennison said that 
she had talked to Dr. Karshner, Dr. 
Simmons, the football team 
members, and coaches about the 
yells. She said that the cheerleaders 
have “shaped up” since the first 
game. 
Another cheerleader, Vicky Joyner, 
said that no one came to. the 
cheerleaders directiy with 
complaints. Rep. Brent Howatt 
stressed that community relations 
would be “on the line” at the 
Homecoming game and said that “it’s 
going to hit the fan if any of the 
cheers are gross,” 
When the council members had 
finished their discussion and 
apparently were going to take no 
action, Crotty stood up and said that 
it “really galled” him about the 
“two-faced bastards that sit) on 
council” that don’t do anything. As 
Vice President Pat Gregg stopped 
Crotty, Crotty apologized bricfly, 
then sat down, 
The council went on with business, 
without: taking any action on the 
cheerleading issuc. 
(kd. note...The cheers at the 
Homecoming game were clean and 
unsuggestive, as far as the 
Lumberjack could notice.) 
 
PLEASE PATRONIZE 
THE |) MBERJACK 
Al ‘RTISERS    
20013 
   
She was on amphetamines, powertul drugs known 
‘speed’ ts a lot worse than heroin, Kids have got to 
know about it. because they can fall so easily into taking it 
through the dict pill hassle. or needing something to help them 
study. You know. that’s crazy. Because the combination of am- 
phetamines and no sleep just blows your memory completely 
There are whole sections of my lite which [just can't remember 
It vot to be just ‘do a litthe more, do a litthe more. until that was 
_ sometimes the ‘crashing’ ts 
  
SLC Endorses Money For Davis Defense 
(Continued from Page }) 
drinking situation at the football 
games. (See story.) He also said that 
he was open to suggestions from 
anyone in the student body or on 
council for appointments of an 
Elections Commissioner and a 
Publicity Chairman, While Benedict 
was talking, a small clock that 
Vice-President Pat Gregg keeps on 
the table in front of him sounded off 
its alarm, Gregg grabbed it and 
turned off the alarm amid the 
laughter of the council and the 25 
spectators in the chamber. 
Rep. Bill Jackson, chairman of the 
policy committee for SLC, reported 
that his committee was studying the 
different possibilities of filling seats 
on council that were empty because 
of resignations. Jackson said that 
while the measure still would need 
more study, the committee “was 
leaning to” the idea of holding 
special elections. 
The council heard a report by 
Brent Howatt on the idea of a flea 
Quote 
These quotes are taken trom a 
United Press International Story on a 
speech made to the North 
Sacramento Rotary Club on October 
23. The speaker was Dr. Max 
Rafferty, State Superintendent of 
Public Instruction. 
Rafferty on 
Critics of college football: “kooks, 
crumbums, and commies. . -hairy, 
loudmouthed beatnicks.” 
The Oregon State University 
students who brought pressure on 
coach Dee Andros for suspending a 
football player: “They (the students) 
look and smell like they spent 10 
years in solitary confinement on 
Devil's Island.” 
The University President: “‘a bigger 
ass than the (suspended) players” for 
setting up a commission to 
investigate the suspensions. 
market for used books. Howatt 
explained that on the first day of 
classes at the beginning of a new 
quarter an area could be set up where 
students could bring their books to 
buy and trade. Howatt proposed that 
the quad of the Sequoia Theater be 
used for the sale. His proposal was 
sent to the committee for study. 
Promotions ... 
(Continued from Page 1) 
skills, research, publications and so 
on. Since the college is undergoing 
reorganization to a system of five 
schools, definite methods to be used 
have not been formulated. However, 
the next step would probably be a 
review by the specific school. 
Following this the application 
would be acted on by a school-wide 
promotion committee and then by 
the President. Dobkin said 
applications are now being filed with 
final decisions to be made in the 
spring. 
He said the teacher generally is 
expected to hold the rank of 
instructor for two years, assistant 
professor for four years and associate 
professor for five years before 
applying for the next promotion. He 
said, however, there are always 
exceptions 
“If a person starts as an instructor 
and is promoted with a fair degree ot 
regularity he would become a full 
professor in about 17 to 18 years,” 
he said. 
“The degree of responsibility and 
involvement goes up with rank,” he 
said, not work load per se. The level 
of performance is also expected to 
increase, 
There are three criteria a person ts 
judged on, Dobkin said. First, the 
person’s improvement as a teacher. 
Second, his contributions to the 
school and his field. And third, the 
person's value to the school, 
There is a statewide promotion 
policy, but the school also has a 
policy established by the Faculty 
Promotion Committce which “sets 
forth the source of recognition and 
criteria for evaluation,” he said. 
Promotion also depends on 
competition and the discipline the 
person is in, Dobkin said. 
Increase in rank also” means 
increased pay. The following are the 
salary ranges for each rank: Full 
professor, $15,036 $19,224; 
Associate professor, 
$11,808 $15,035; Assistant 
professor, $9,324 $11,904; 
Instructor, $8,460 $10,800 
In accordance with the 
recommendations made last spring, 
the following faculty members were 
promoted: 
Promotions 
To Kull professor Dr. Dennis 
Anderson, botany; Dr. Richard Day, 
English; Dr. Stanley Harris. wildlife, 
Dr. David Lauck, zoology; Dr. 
Richard Ridenhour, Asst. Dean, 
Academic Affairs; Dr. Jasper 
Sawatzky, business; Dr. James Welsh, 
zoology. 
To Associate professor — Dr. Lewis 
Bright, speech, Lester Clendenning, 
physics; Miles Esget, education: 
Helen Hammes, nursing, Dr. Mervin 
Hanson, chemistry; Dr. John 
Hennesey, history; Dr. brank Jewett, 
economics: Dr. John Longshore, 
geology: Dr. James Lovelace, botany: 
Patrick McGlynn, education; Richard 
Nicalai, physical education; Dr, Lane 
Skelton, sociology, Dr. Hie Smultea 
political science; Dr. Robert 
Thompson, oceanography. and | rank 
Watson, business 
To Assistant professor Robert 
Kelly, physical education, Peter 
Shafter, German: and Marvin Nelson, 
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